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MolluscumMolluscum ContagiosumContagiosum



HistopathologyHistopathology

Follicular and epithelial Follicular and epithelial 
expansionexpansion
Characteristic Characteristic 
intranuclearintranuclear viral viral 
inclusionsinclusions
May have exuberant May have exuberant 
inflammatory responseinflammatory response













MetastaticMetastatic AdenocarcinomaAdenocarcinoma



HistopathologyHistopathology

PleomorphicPleomorphic glands, glands, 
usually dermal basedusually dermal based
Clinical historyClinical history
IPOXIPOX
Consider primary Consider primary eccrineeccrine
carcinomacarcinoma











AngioleiomyomaAngioleiomyoma



HistopathologyHistopathology

Circumscribed nodule of Circumscribed nodule of 
smooth muscle radiating smooth muscle radiating 
from thickfrom thick--walled vesselswalled vessels
Minimal Minimal cytologiccytologic atypiaatypia
Usually superficial and Usually superficial and 
may extend into may extend into 
underlying underlying subqsubq fatfat
Beware deep seated Beware deep seated 
lesions and mitotic lesions and mitotic 
figuresfigures













Gouty Gouty TophusTophus



HistopathologyHistopathology

GranulomatousGranulomatous infiltrate infiltrate 
with giant cells with giant cells 
surrounding amorphous surrounding amorphous 
crystalline debriscrystalline debris
Needle shaped crystalsNeedle shaped crystals
BirefringentBirefringent by polarized by polarized 
light examinationlight examination
Alcohol fixation or Alcohol fixation or 
smearsmear















SyringocystadenomaSyringocystadenoma papilliferumpapilliferum
arising with arising with endophyticendophytic verrucaverruca

vulgarisvulgaris



HistopathologyHistopathology

Downward Downward invaginationinvagination
of of apocrineapocrine--lined lined 
epitheliumepithelium
Usually multiple layers Usually multiple layers 
arising with arising with squamoussquamous
epitheliumepithelium
Encircling of benign Encircling of benign 
plasma cellsplasma cells
Association with nevus Association with nevus 
sebaceussebaceus











Basal Cell CarcinomaBasal Cell Carcinoma--
Granular variantGranular variant



HistopathologyHistopathology

Conventional BCC with Conventional BCC with 
granular change within granular change within 
epithelial cellsepithelial cells
Abrupt or gradual Abrupt or gradual 
changechange
No change in behaviorNo change in behavior
DDX: Granular cell DDX: Granular cell 
tumortumor











CylindromaCylindroma



HistopathologyHistopathology

Low power jigsaw Low power jigsaw 
puzzlepuzzle--like architecturelike architecture
HyalinizedHyalinized BM encircling BM encircling 
nestsnests
Circumscribed growth Circumscribed growth 
patternpattern
Bland cytologyBland cytology
Overlap with Overlap with eccrineeccrine
spiradenomaspiradenoma
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